The AMO (also named "Atlantic Multidecadal Variability", AMV), is a signal defined from 126
North-Atlantic sea-surface temperatures (Enfield et al., 2001 ), which acts as a near-global 127 scale of multidecadal climate variability in the Northern Hemisphere (Knight et would need a long monthly series to predict the next WeMOi. The spectral contents (Figure 4c ) 154 clearly show a periodicity of 1 year and two additional periodicities close to 19 and 51 years. 155
The power spectrum amplitude ) ( f S has a general decreasing trend with frequency, f , 156
proportional to the power-law β − f , with β close to 0.17, as estimated using the algorithm 157 proposed by Malamud and Turcotte (1999) . 158
159
The self-affine behaviour of a series can be verified according to two methodologies. First, in 160 agreement with Turcotte (1997) 
in such a way that the evolution of ) (τ 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w  O  n  l  y After determining empiric values of parameters H , β and a H , it can be assumed that 173
WeMOi could be simulated by fGn (Turcotte, 1997 
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Multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis, MF-DFA 253
The MF-DFA has been introduced as a reliable characterization of multifractal non-stationary 254 and stationary time series (Kantelhardt et al., 2002) , and it is based on the identification of the 255 scaling of the q-order moments depending on the signal length. The MF-DFA surpasses in 256 quality and simplicity previous algorithms such as the multifractal box-counting (MF-BOX) 257 (Feder, 1988) [ ]
where > < x is the average value of the series. 
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Steps 2 to 5 have to be repeated for several time scales s. Kantelhardt 
where C is an additive constant equal to 1. Coefficient B indicates the asymmetry of the 335 spectrum, being zero for a symmetric spectrum. A right-skewed spectrum, B>0, indicates 336 relatively strongly weighted high fractal exponents (with "fine-structure"), while left-skewed 337 shapes, B<0, point to lower ones (more regular or smooth looking). The width of the spectrum, 338 which is used as a measure of width of singularity strength range in the series, can be obtained 339 by extrapolating the fitted curve to zero. Width W is defined as 340
, being 1 α larger than 2 α , and the wider the range of the Hölder 342 exponent, the stronger the multifractality. In other words, the wider the range of α , the 343 "richer" is the process in structure. A signal with a high value of o α , a wide range of fractal 344 exponents and a right-skewed shape is more complex than a signal with the opposite 345 characteristics (Shimizu et al., 2002) . Consequently, the fine-structure of physical mechanisms 346 governing a signal could be analyzed if its complexity is high. On the contrary, if the signal has 347 low complexity, only the smooth-structure of these mechanisms could be detected. For 348 monofractal series, the width of the spectrum is zero and h(q) is independent of q. Hence, 349 from Equation (9), it is clear that there would be a unique value of α and ) (α f , the value of 350 α being the Hurst exponent H and the value of ) (α f being equal to 1. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Cross-correlations 433
The cross-correlation and cross-power spectrum are analysed by pairs WeMO-NAO and 434
WeMO-AMO indices, looking for possible linkages between them. Figure 9 depicts the main 435 P e e r R e v i e w O n l y characteristics of both pairs. With respect to the WeMO-AMO pair, the cross-correlation 436 coefficients are very small, and the expected periodicity of one year is clearly observed in the 437 cross-power spectrum. It is also remarkable that half-year periodicity is not relevant and that 438 some relationship between both monthly signals could be assumed for a long period close to 439 51 years, in agreement with the evolution of the cross-correlation along the months. It is also 440 worth mentioning that the power spectrum slope is well reproduced by a power-law with an 441 exponent β equal to 0.81. The pair WeMO-NAO is characterised by a range of cross-442 correlation coefficients slightly wider than that corresponding to the WeMO-AMO pair. 443
Remarkable periodicities, in some way expected, of one year and half-year, and an almost null 444 slope for the power spectrum amplitude, with β equal to 0.14, are observed. As a summary, 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Where { } x is a set of N empirical data and x ∆ is the set of first differences 455 [ ] 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 µ , a high number of nonlinear equations would be required to describe the 514 physical mechanism. Second, the loss of memory, quantified by the Kolmogorov entropy, is 515 notable. Consequently, the success of a predictive process will not be assured by taking into 516 account a short set of previous monthly samples. Third, the predictive instability is made 517 evident by the existence of positive Lyapunov exponents. In this way, long-term predictions 518 would be strongly affected by small uncertainties at the beginning of the predictive process. 519
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